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Abstract. In Japan, Long-Term Care Insurance 

(LTCI) system has been managed by the municipal 

governments for providing the care for the elderly by 

the entire society. We analyzed effects of LTCI 

services for deterioration in care-need levels in 3 cities 

of rural area Japan in order to evaluate the difference 

of LTCI system at each city. We calculated the 

utilization ratio of LTCI services and hazard ratio 

(HR) for the deterioration event in 3 years from the 

first LTCI certification, which the HRs were 

estimated by survival analysis method. The analysis 

results showed that the utilization ratios were affected 

by the initial care-need levels and the participant’s 

living area. The deterioration events tended to occur 

at the lower care-need level and the effects of the 

LTCI services varied by care-need levels and the 

living area. These results suggested that there existed 

regional differences in LTCI service system. 
 

Keywords: Long-Term Care Insurance (LTCI), Care 

need level, Survival analysis 
 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

As Japan's aging population is rapidly increasing [1], not 

only is the number of elderly people who need long term 

care increasing, but the people who provide the care are 

also getting older. A Long-Term Care Insurance (LTCI) 

system has been implemented since 2000 to provide the 

care for the elderly by the entire society in Japan [2], [3]. 

The purpose of the LTCI system is to assist the elderly to 

prevent the long-term care situations, and to avoid the 

elderly with the long-term care situations from 

deteriorating. Therefore, analysis of the risk factors that 

lead to deterioration in care-need levels is important for 

maintaining the certified care-need level. 

Previous studies have been conducted on the LTCI 

system in Japan from various perspectives, which the 

analysis for LTCI data has been conducted on 

certification of care-needs levels [4],[5],[6] and 

deterioration of care-needs levels [7], [8], which the 

lower care-needs levels tended to show the deterioration. 

These analyses have been conducted on the LTCI data 

from one city, but the effects of gender and other factors 

varied at each city [7]. Therefore, this paper focused on 

the difference of the effect at each city. We evaluated the 

regional differences in utilization ratio of the LTCI 

services and risk factors for the deterioration in LTCI 

data from three municipalities in Kochi Prefecture. The 

utilization ratio in 3 years from the first certification was 

calculated from LTCI claim data. The risk factors for the 

deterioration were estimated by Cox regression model as 

hazard ratio. The target LTCI claim datasets were 

introduced in 2. The analysis method of the target 

datasets was shown in 3. The analysis results and 

discussion were mentioned in 4 and 5, respectively. 

2.  LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE DATA 

2.1. LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE system in 

Japan 

In Japan, all citizens are covered by the National Health 

Insurance, while citizens over 40 years old are covered 

by the Long-Term Care Insurance in addition. Elderly 

patients over 65 years old and patients with specific 

disabilities between 40 and 64 years old can use LTCI 

services. Before receiving LTCI services, the participants 

must receive certification of care-need level from the 

municipality government based on nationally uniform 

standards. This certification of care-need level is 

classified into seven levels, with the lowest two levels 

defined as Requiring support (RS) level and the 

remaining five levels as Requiring long-term care (RLC) 

level. The RS level indicates that the person is capable of 

single daily life, while the RLC level indicates that the 

person has difficulty in spending daily life by single and 

needs long-term care. Participants at RS level are 

provided with visiting and outpatient services that 

especially contributes to the reduction or prevention of 

the deterioration of their care-need level, while 

participants at RLC levels are provided with facility care, 

home care, and community-based care services. A care 

manager certified by the prefectural government prepares 

a care plan based on the certified care-need level, living 

environment, and requests from the user and their family. 

Based on this care plan, long-term care insurance 

services are implemented for participants. The 

participants are responsible for paying 10% of the cost of 

LTCI services. 
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2.2. Target LTCI data in Kochi prefecture  

The target data of this analysis study was collected from 

Muroto City, Otoyo Town, and Sukumo City in Kochi 

prefecture, southwestern part Japan, between April, 2008, 

and March, 2019. We used LTCI dataset to identify 

individuals. These data also included insurance data at 

each month and certification results. We included all 

participants who were aged 75 years and older and had 

been certified for each care-need level. The participant at 

RLC 5 level were excluded because there can be no 

worse for the highest level. 

3. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS FOR DETERIORATION IN 

CARE-NEED LEVELS 

3.1. Outcome and covariates 

The primary outcome of this study was deterioration in 

care-need levels from initial certification level. The 

number of elapsed months between the first certification 

and the occurrence of the outcome event was referred as 

time-to-event. The follow-up period lasted for 36 months 

in all participants. Censoring criteria were: (1) no 

outcome events, (2) the certification period ended during 

the follow-up period. The following variables were 

considered covariates: sex, age at the first certification, 

the first care-need level, and presence of LTCI claim at 

each month in the follow-up period. The existence of 

LTCI claim was considered as long-term care 

intervention in this analysis. 

3.2. Utilization ratio of LTCI services  

We conducted a descriptive analysis of the participants 

in the 3 cities. This descriptive analysis included age and 

sex, which Mann-Whitney U test and Chi-square tests 

were used to compare the variables with Bonferroni 

correction. In order to assess the implementation of LTCI 

services in each city, the number of LTCI claims for each 

city and for each care-need level were calculated. 

3.3. Survival analysis for deterioration in care-need 

levels  

The crude survival estimates were assessed using 

Kaplan-Meier method stratified for the 3 cities. The 

estimated survival function of discrete time �(�) by KM 

methods is denoted by 

��(�(�)) = ��(�(� − 1)) × ��(� > �(�)|� ≥ �(�)). 
The ��  means estimated probability of event occurrence 

which is defined as deterioration in care-need levels from 

initial certification level in this analysis.  

Next, Cox regression analyses were conducted using the 

following 3 models to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 

95% confidence intervals (95% CI). The hazard function 

ℎ(�) is defined by the survival function, denoted by 

ℎ(�) = − �
�� ���(�(�)). 

The hazard function of Cox regression model is modeled 

as  

ℎ(�, ��, … , ��) = ℎ�(�)���  ! "#�#
�

�
$. 

The covariates and coefficients for the event is denoted 

by �# and "#, respectively. The baseline hazard function 

is denoted by ℎ�(�), which the hazard functions were 

generally not necessary to be estimated int the case of 

analysis for HRs. The model parameters are estimated by 

partial likelihood method. 

This multivariate analysis was conducted by 3 models. 

Model 1 estimated HRs based on all input data, which the 

long-term care intervention was used as time-depend 

covariates. Based on these models, we evaluated whether 

the items with significant effects differed by region and 

by initial care-need level. The items with HRs 

significantly over 1 indicate a significant effect on 

deterioration in care-need levels. In Model 2, the input 

data was divided into 3 cities. The model estimated the 

HR for each city. In Model 3, the input data was divided 

into care-need levels. The model estimated the HR for 

each care-need level. 

The level of significance was set at p = 0.05. All analyses 

were performed using R software (version 4.0.3; R 

Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) 

and the survival analysis was conducted by the “survival” 

package [9] and “survminer” package [10]. 

4. ANALYSIS RESULTS OF LTCI DATA IN 3 CITIES  

We evaluated 7,145 individuals in the 3 cities. A 

summary of the participants characteristics is provided in 

Table 1. The proportions of male participants (Muroto, 

Otoyo, and Sukumo = 34.8%, 35.8%, and 33.1%, 

respectively) was not significant. The participants’ 

median age in Muroto (83 (interquartile range (IQR): 87-

78) was significant lower than Otoyo (84(88-80)) and 

Sukumo (84(88-79)). The ratio of care-need levels (RS1, 

RS2, RLC1, RLC2, RLC3, and RLC4) at Muroto was 

20.5%, 14.8%, 27.0%, 15.3%, 12.3%, and 10.1%. The 

ratio of care-need levels at Otoyo was 21.2%, 15.4%, 

19.2%, 18.2%, 12.7%, and 13.3%. The ratio of care-need 

levels at Sukumo was 21.5%, 16.4%, 21.3%, 16.3%, 

12.3%, and 12.2%. 

The utilization ratio of LTCI services for care-need level 

at each city in the follow-up periods is shown at Fig.1. 

The lowest ratio at each city was that of RS level 1. Fig.2 

shows the utilization ratio of LTCI services for 3 cities at 

each care-need level. The lowest ratio at each care-need 

level was that of Otoyo. 

Figure 3 shows the Kaplan-Meier survival curve of the 

time until deterioration of their care-need level for the 3 

cities, which no significant difference was found between 

Muroto, Otoyo, and Sukmo (The p value for the log-rank 

test was 0.190). Figure 4 shows the Kaplan-Meier 

survival curve of the time for 6 care-need levels. P-value 

at the log rank test was <0.001. The survival curve of 

RLC4 was significant higher than that of other level. 

The HRs of Cox regression model for all target 

participants, each city, and each care-need level were 

evaluated as Table 2,3, and 4, respectively. The HRs of 

each care-need level were estimated refereed by RS level 

1. In Table 2, older participants and male sex exhibited a 

high HR (1.22[1.14 - 1.31] and 1.02[1.02 - 1.03], 

respectively). The care-need level from RS level2 to RLC 

level4 exhibited lower HR than that of RS level 1 
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(reference level), whereas presence of LTCI claim 

exhibited a high HR of 1.26[1.18-1.35]. Table 3 shows 

the difference of HRs at each city. In only Sukumo, male 

sex exhibited a significant higher HR (1.42 (1.28 - 1.59)).  

 
Table.1 Summary of participants characteristics in this cohort 

 
 

 
Fig.1 Ratios of LTCI services for care-need level at 3 cities 

 

The care-need levels except RLC level 1 at Sukumo 

exhibited significant lower HRs. The presence of LTCI 

claim at 3 cities exhibited significant higher HRs. Table 

4 shows the difference of HRs at each care-need level. 

The male sex exhibited at RS levels and RLC level 2 a 

significant higher HR. The older participants from RS 

level 1to RLC level 3 exhibited significant higher HRs, 

whereas older participants at RLC level 4 exhibited a 

significant lower HR. The LTCI claims at RS levels, 

RLC level 1, and RLC level 4 exhibited significant higher 

HRs. 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE ANALYSIS RESULTS  

Our findings showed that the number of participants 

receiving LTCI services increased with increasing care-

need level, and that the utilization ratios tended to vary 

by cities. Based on the rate of LTCI services, it was found 

that deterioration in care-need levels tended to occur at 

the lower care-need level, and that the effects of the LTCI 

services varied by care-need levels. 

Since there were no clinical differences in age and sex of 

target participants in the 3 cities, characteristics of these 

participants suggested to be almost the same. 

 

 
 

 
Fig.2 Utilization ratio of LTCI services for each care-need level 

at 3 cities 

 

 
Fig. 3 Survival curve (Kaplan-Meier analysis) of the primary end 

point (deterioration of care-need level) at 3 cities 

 

The utilization rate of LTCI service depended on the 

care-need levels because participants who need many 

LTCI services were certified with a higher care-need 

level. The utilization ratios in the 3 cities differed, 
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especially the rates at the lower care-need levels in Otoyo 

were lower than other cities. Because the number of 

LTCI facilities in Otoyo is lower than other cities, it 

might have affected the ratio. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Survival curve (Kaplan-Meier analysis) of the primary end 

point (deterioration of care-need level) at each care-need level 

 
Table. 2 Hazard ratios of Cox regression model for all target 

participants 
 All 

male 1.22(1.14 - 1.31) 

age (year) 1.02(1.02 - 1.03) 

RS level 2 0.71(0.64 - 0.79) 

RLC level 1 0.83(0.76 - 0.91) 

RLC level 2 0.70(0.63 - 0.78) 

RLC level 3 0.60(0.53 - 0.67) 

RLC level 4 0.38(0.33 - 0.43) 

Insurance claim 1.26(1.18 - 1.35) 

Reference of RS level 2 and RLC levels: RS level 1 

 
Table. 3 Hazard ratios of Cox regression model for each city 

 Muroto Otoyo Sukumo 

male 
1.07 

(0.96 - 1.19) 

1.18 

(0.99 - 1.38) 

1.42 

(1.28 - 1.59) 

age (year) 
1.02 

(1.01 - 1.03) 

1.03 

(1.01 - 1.04) 

1.02 

(1.02 - 1.03) 

RS level 2 
0.66 

(0.56 - 0.78) 

0.70 

(0.55 - 0.89) 

0.76 

(0.65 - 0.90) 

RLC level 1 
0.78 

(0.68 - 0.90) 

0.78 

(0.62 - 0.98) 

0.88 

(0.76 - 1.02) 

RLC level 2 
0.66 

(0.56 - 0.78) 

0.77 

(0.61 - 0.97) 

0.69 

(0.59 - 0.82) 

RLC level 3 
0.52 

(0.43 - 0.63) 

0.58 

(0.43 - 0.77) 

0.69 

(0.57 - 0.83) 

RLC level 4 
0.36 

(0.29 - 0.45) 

0.26 

(0.19 - 0.37) 

0.44 

(0.36 - 0.55) 

Insurance 

claim 

1.31 

(1.18 - 1.46) 

1.21 

(1.03 - 1.43) 

1.24 

(1.11 - 1.38) 

Reference of RS level 2 and RLC levels: RS level 1 

 

Although the deterioration ratio did not show the 

significant difference at each city by univariate analysis, 

the effect of LTCI services might be different because of 

the existence of differences in the utilization ratio on the 

observation periods.  

Similar to the results reported in the previous study [7], 

[8], the KM curve showed a tendency to worsen with 

lower care-need levels. Hazard ratios adjusted for sex, 

age, and use of LTCI services also showed a tendency for 

the deterioration at lower care-need levels. This 

suggested that lower-level participants were influenced  
Table. 4 Hazard ratios of Cox regression model for each care-

need level 

 male age (year) 
Insurance 

claim 

RS level 1 
1.20 

(1.04 - 1.39) 

1.03 

(1.01 - 1.04) 

1.37 

(1.20 - 1.57) 

RS level 2 
1.48 

(1.23 - 1.77) 

1.04 

(1.02 - 1.05) 

1.31 

(1.11 - 1.55) 

RLC level 1 
1.14 

(0.99 - 1.30) 

1.02 

(1.01 - 1.03) 

1.34 

(1.18 - 1.53) 

RLC level 2 
1.22 

(1.03 - 1.45) 

1.03 

(1.02 - 1.04) 

1.09 

(0.92 - 1.29) 

RLC level 3 
1.13 

(0.91 - 1.39) 

1.02 

(1.00 - 1.03) 

0.92 

(0.75 - 1.13) 

RLC level 4 
1.15 

(0.89 - 1.50) 

0.98 

(0.96 - 0.99) 

1.48 

(1.12 - 1.95) 

 

by changes in the participant's own social environment 

and physical function. 

Th estimating the HRs for each of the three cities showed 

that the effects of the care-need level were different in 

each city. The effect of male sex was siginificant 

different in Sukumo than in the other cities. The social  

environment of participants in Sukumo suggested to be 

different from the other cities. 

The use of LTCI services, i.e., the presence of LTCI 

claim, was estimated as a risk factor for deterioration in 

care-need levels. This result suggested that the 

participants with deterioration in care-need level tended 

to use the LTCI services. Table 4 shows the effects of 

LTCI services for each care-need level. The LTCI 

services at moderate care-need level did not show a 

significant HR. Because all participants in the level use 

care services regularly, the LTCI services did not show 

the significant effect for deterioration. 

The advantage of this analysis is that we evaluated time-

depend histories of LTCI services during the observation 

period and assessed regional differences, but there are 

some limitations. We did not assess the effects of the 

participant's social and economic status because the 

analysis was conducted using only LTCI claims data. 

Although it has been reported that there is a significant 

effect of a history of dementia on the care-need level 

certification [7], [8], the history was not included as a 

factor in this analysis study. Although it has been 

reported that the effects for the deterioration varied 

depending on the type of LTCI service, the evaluation 

was based on the presence of LTCI claims. 

6. CONCLUSION  

We analyzed effects of initial care-need levels and LTCI 

services for deterioration of care-need levels with the real 

LTCI data at Kochi prefecture in Japan.  

The analysis results showed that the utilization ratios 

were affected by the initial care-need levels and the 

participant’s living area. Based on the rate of LTCI 

services, it was found that deterioration in care-need 

levels tended to occur at the lower care-need level, and 
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that the effects of the LTCI services varied by care-need 

levels. These results suggested that there existed regional 

differences in LTCI service system. 
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